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INTRODUCTION From the 12.9% of chilean population that has some kind of disability, the 29.2% do 
some paid work. The Labor Inclusion Program (PIL spanish acronyms), from the National Found of 
Disabilities, has insert more than the 30% of their 9.500 members. Over 6 years of evolution, the PIL 
has managed a collaboration network of private and public non-profit organizations that supports the 
labor reinstatement of disabled people in regular jobs. This network also allows the participation of 
these non profits organizations at the decision making and at the elaboration of reinstatement politics 
that fits to the local needs. OBJECTIVE Generate attachment lines, that power and optimize the local 
resources for the labor inclusion of the PcD. DESCRIPTION The network is constituted by a 
heterogeneous group from 20 districts of the region, mainly Occupational Therapists. The network of 
institutions that collaborate is oriented to associate the existing resources with models of 
management in labor intermediation. The main actions of the network is to prepare and develop 
abilities for any job, diffusion and promotion activities, the monitoring and labor pursuit in companies. 
RESULTS Nowadays there are 55 institution that actively participate, there are 130 users and there 
has been 170 subsides negotiated to the hiring of the SENCE. Also there are 60 jobs analysis, 22 
qualifications in the fonaweb system and 9 job allocations. CONTRIBUTION This RBC chilean 
experience, which is developed at the last part of the rehabilitation chain, links governments and 
private organizations, making them participate of the decision making and become relevant actors in 
the resources and service management for disabled people. The network work has allow the 
integration of knowledge and has enhanced the collaboration, coordination and interdependence, 
generating a new conception of manage and culture Occupational Therapy`s competence and 
interventions. CONCLUSION Arranging institutions as collaborations networks results on local adjust 
politics, becoming a community develop source that encourage the equality of opportunities, empower 
and democratize knowledge and generates local transformations that makes people participation 
easier, independent of their gender, type and grade of disabilities, recognizing employability as an 
inherent human right. 

 


